
Questions and Responses for Tracker RFP 

 

1. On the days when the in-person school contact is made, is a second face-to-face contact 
required also, or only phone contact for curfew check? 
 Per the service grid in the RFP, the school contact is in addition to the daily contact.  The school 
contact can only be with school officials to ensure compliance and note any behavior issues as 
is stated on page 4 of the RFP.    
 
2. Because there are few referrals in some rural areas, such as St Mary Parish for Lafayette, can 
those parishes be eliminated from the contract to help lower mileage costs? 
You may submit your proposal for the regions and/or parishes that you want to cover.  
 
3. Should an agency covering multiple regions prepare one single proposal or separate 
proposals for each region?   
If the cost is the same across the regions you can prepare one proposal.  If there are different 

costs for each region, separate proposals are suggested.  

4. Is it recommended that an agency propose to provide services in all regions in a Service Area 
instead of proposing to provide services in specific regions that don't encompass the entire 
Service Area? Specifically, are additional points awarded to agencies that propose to provide 
services in an entire Service Area instead of just 1 or 2 regions in a Service Area? 
  No. There are no additional points awarded to agencies that propose to provide services in an 
entire region.  Your proposal should cover the areas that you want to provide services in.   
 
5.  Should proposers provide separate proposals for each Service Area being proposed if the 
cost of providing services will differ in each Service Area? 
   Yes 
 
6.  The NOFA Form Tracker includes a total quantity of 163. Should this number be adjusted to 
the total number of slots being proposed by the provider? 
   Yes.  Your proposal should be for the number of slots that you want to provide services for.   
 
7.  What organizations currently hold contracts for Tracker services in Regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 8a, 9a 
and 9b? 
  We currently do not have a provider in Regions 1, 2, 3, and 4.  The service will be returning to 
the area with this RFP.   Vision Integrated Programs and the 26th JDC currently provide Tracker 
Services in Region 8A.  One Step Farther provides services in Region 9A and 9B.  
 
8. Will additional points be provided to existing service providers? 
    No.   
 
9. Please provide an example of how the required 25% match is to be calculated. 



Please see explanations on page 55 of the RFP.  Resources, whether in-kind or cash contributed 
by the applicant may be used as Match.  It is greatly suggested the providers have enough 
resources to operate for 90 days without payment.  Those resources may be listed as your 
match funds.  
 
10. Are there length restrictions or formatting requirements for the narrative sections of the 
proposal? Specifically, please state if any of the following required narrative sections either 
individually or collectively have length or formatting restrictions: Executive Summary, Company 
Background and Experience, Approach and Methodology, and Staff Qualifications. 
No, there are no length restrictions.  Make sure that all of the required information is there.  
 
11. What is the average length of stay for each referred youth? 
  Approximately 90 days.  Each youth’s case should be staffed (MDT meeting) every 90 days to 
determine progress and if there is a continued need for services.   
 
12. Page 10 of the RFP states that the proposer must submit..."an audited financial statement 
for the past two years..." and also states that "At a minimum, the proposal shall include an 
independent audit for Fiscal Years 2015 and 2016." If the proposer's audit for FY 2017 is 
complete, should the FY 2015 still be submitted or just the FY 2016 and FY 2017 audits? 
If the FY 2017 is complete you may submit that one along with the FY 2016. We just require 
that two years be submitted.   
 

13. Can the Financial Audit and Statement be completed by an Accounting Agency that is not a 
CPA Firm or is the CPA credential a requirement? 
Page 10 of the RFP requests that the audited financial statement needs to be prepared by 
Certified Public Accountant.  
 
14. Will the contract require provision of company vehicles for Tracker Staff performing face to 
face observations? If not, will there be an allowable budgeted expense for mileage 
compensation? 
Mileage compensation is allowed.   
 
15. Can you provide clarification on the specific staff titles required under the Administrative 
category for the Tracker Program?   
At minimum a Program Director.  
 
16. Can you provide the requirements on the specific qualifications for Youth Monitors? 
A “Youth Monitor” or Tracker would fall under the category of Direct Care Worker as listed in 
the Standard Operating Procedure for Contract Providers located here:  https://ojj.la.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2017/09/2016-Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf  
 
17. Will the program require actual transport of youth at any time? 
Transportation is not listed as a requirement on the Service Grid.   

https://ojj.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2016-Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf
https://ojj.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2016-Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf


 
18. Can you explain the specifics of "behavioral monitoring" as it is described in the context of 
Part II Scope of Work/Services Section 2.1 Scope of Work? 
Observation of the youth’s behaviors and his adherence to the rules of his probation daily and 
reporting this to the OJJ Probation Officer through email and progress reports.  
 
19. In reference to criminal background, where can the specific list of prior convictions 
identified as non hire convictions provided? I am familiar with the list mandated by DHH- Health 
Standards Section, however I am unclear on whether this program would follow those same 
guidelines.  
Page 11 of the SOP states the following :  Persons convicted of the following crimes shall not be 
employed by the child care agency: first degree and second degree murder; manslaughter; rape; 
aggravated, forcible or simple rape; aggravated oral sexual battery; aggravated sexual battery; 
oral sexual battery; sexual battery; second degree sexual battery; aggravated or simple 
kidnapping; criminal neglect of family; incest; criminal abandonment; carnal knowledge of a 
juvenile; felony carnal knowledge of a juvenile; indecent behavior with a juvenile; prostitution; 
soliciting to prostitution; pandering; letting premises for prostitution; enticing to prostitution; 
crime against nature; aggravated crime against nature; contributing to the delinquency of a 
juvenile; cruelty to a juvenile; child desertion; cruelty to the infirm; obscenity; operating a place 
of prostitution; sale of minor children; manufacture and distribution of narcotics, controlled 
dangerous substances or marijuana; or conviction for attempt or conspiracy to commit any of 
these offenses. In addition, OJJ prohibits the provider from employing anyone with felony DWI 
convictions into positions which require them to transport youth (trackers, mentors, drivers, 
etc.). If employed in other positions that do not require the employee to transport youth, this 
employee cannot be used at any time to fulfill the duty of a driver.  
 
The entire SOP can be located here: https://ojj.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2016-
Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf  
 
 
20. In addition to daily face to face contact and curfew compliance calls will the program also 
require provision of counseling services? As I read, a responsibility of the proposer will be to 
provide "periodic meetings that address behavior problems at school and home, guidance, 
support, education consultation to the family empowering the parents to take initiative and 
follow through".  
Provision of counseling services is not a requirement.  However, addressing immediate needs 
and providing feedback is a requirement.  Communication of issues and needs which arise from 
visits to the Probation Officer is mandatory so that OJJ can ensure the proper services for the 
family are in place.  
 

21. Is there going to be a bidder’s conference?   I saw where attendance is not required, but I 

was curious whether a meeting or conference call would be held. 

There will not be a bidder’s conference. 

https://ojj.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2016-Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf
https://ojj.la.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/2016-Standard-Operating-Procedures-for-Contract-Providers.pdf


 

22. Are there provisions for providers to purchase software or software services as a % of 

operating costs for this project? 

Software or software services can be written into your budget.  

 


